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“ Metaverse will act as a virtual space beyond (meta) our 

fractured and hurtful reality... the catch is that we will get a 
commons which is privately owned, with a private feudal lord 
overseeing and regulating our interaction.

---Slavoj Žižek “Boringly postmodern and an ideological 
fantasy”, The Spectator, January 2022

“This is not good. Worlds are colliding!

---George Costanza, Seinfeld Season 7, The Pool Guy



• What is Web 3.0 and the Metaverse?

• D&O and PI exposures involving cryptocurrencies 
including coverage exclusions

• DAOs

• NFTs

• The Future

Agenda
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Bitcoin
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Non Fungible Tokens (NFTs)

Beeple: Everydays: The First 5000 Days 

(USD 69 m, Mar 2021)
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Decentralised Autonomous Organisations (DAOs)
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The Metaverse
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D&O and PI opportunities



• Liability issues still have traditional 
roots in D&O & PI liability

• With some exceptions, we usually still 
have real world entities involved

• Predominantly companies that have 
been exposed to Web 3.0 and The 
Metaverse

• Violation of local securities laws (eg. 
Ripple)

• Misleading and deceptive conduct 
(eg. Coinbase)

• Securities litigation (eg. Coinbase)

Virtual worlds but real world risks?

Disclosure

Conduct/Asset 
Classification 
(eg. security 

or not?)

Professional 
Services (eg. 

custodianship)



Securities actions
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• Securities class 
actions prominent 
among crypto 
companies

• US is still the 
choice of forum for 
such actions



Distribution by defendant type
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• Coin issuers take up 
the majority

• Interesting that 
exchanges are next

• Multiple defendant 
types – exchanges 
lumped in 

• Future regulation?
Digital Assets (Market Regulation) 

Bill 2022 (Bill) &  Regulation on 
Markets in Crypto Assets (MiCA)

Securitizer
2% Crypto exchange

17%

Coin issuer
41%

Crypto miner
12%

Crypto adjacent 
company

9%

Multiple defendant 
types
19%

Cryptocurrency related filings (2016-2022 H1) in the 
United States, by defendant type

Securitizer Crypto exchange Coin issuer

Crypto miner Crypto adjacent company Multiple defendant types
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Coinbase exchange consumer litigation



Risks for exchanges
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• Security is paramount, but how best to manage the risks around advertising 
such protection when hacks abound?



Risks for exchanges…what can insurers look out for?
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Mechanisms deployed to protect user assets

Advertising of returns available on certain digital assets

Impact of future regulation of exchanges? Minimum standards for custody providers? 

Consumer protection laws including unfair contract terms

Risk assessment at time of underwriting
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Allegations are that

– Coinbase custodially held crypto assets on behalf of its customers, and 
knew or recklessly disregarded that they could qualify as property of a 
bankruptcy estate

– This meant that those assets may potentially be subject to bankruptcy 
proceedings in which Coinbase customers would be treated as general 
unsecured creditors

– Coinbase allowed users to trade digital assets that knew or recklessly 
disregarded should have been registered as securities with the SEC;

– the above conduct subjected the company to heightened risk of regulatory 
and governmental scrutiny and enforcement action; and

– Coinbase’s public statements were materially false and misleading

Coinbase securities class action

$19.27 first drop

$14.14 second drop

Share price
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Disclosures

Moreover, because custodially held crypto assets may be considered to be the property of a bankruptcy 
estate, in the event of a bankruptcy, the crypto assets we hold in custody on behalf of our customers 

could be subject to bankruptcy proceedings and such customers could be treated as our general 

unsecured creditors. This may result in customers finding our custodial services more risky and 

less attractive and any failure to increase our customer base, discontinuation or reduction in use of our 
platform and products by existing customers as a result could adversely impact our business, operating 
results, and financial condition

10 May 2022 Quarterly Report



What does this mean?
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Same allegations relating to share price typically seen in 
securities class actions

However, relates to Web 3.0 legal uncertainty

How best to mitigate? 

Underwriting process



DAOs
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• bZx DAO was developing a new DeFi platform, Fulcrum 

• bZx was developed by two LLCs and two individuals

• bZx repeatedly made representations relating to the security of 
the platform stating that ‘users maintain control of their own 
keys and assets’ and that users ‘never’ have to worry about 
exchanges being hacked

• Phishing attempt led to the hack and losses

• But what is the DAO?

bZx class action
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Tokenholders

Representatives 
of DAO

Corporate entities 
the LLCs

Auditors

Who could be insured?

FoundersOracles

Potential for individual 
liability

• Fiduciary obligations 
owed to other 
participants?

• Duties of care under tort 
law owed by DAO 
members?

• Theft of crypto
• Market share, dominance 

or collusion

Future regulation?
Is the DAO a partnership?

Founders



NFTs
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What is an NFT? 
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Roc-A-Fella Records – is copyright in NFTs beyond 
reasonable doubt? 

• Roc-A-Fella Records, 1/3 ownership by 
Jay Z, Damon Dash and Kareem Burke
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• The SuperFarm announcement may have been misleading

• The records company sue for breach of fiduciary duty and 
that he did not have the rights to do so.

• Dash asserted that he was not selling the copyright, but 
rights to the royalties

• NFT royalties coded on the smart contract

• Case now settled so no definitive guidance

What was being sold?



Bored Ape Yacht Club litigation
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• Common law trademark infringement case

• Are we likely to see more of these in relation to NFTs? Remember the 
actual NFT is just a piece of code.

• What are the liability risks for NFT marketplaces that display the image as 
well? What duty do they have? Recent case in China.

Bored Ape Yacht Club



Metabirkin Litigation



Metabirkin Litigation
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Nike v StockX … what exactly is an NFT?
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Nike v StockX … what exactly is an NFT?
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• Virtual world still comes with real world risks

• Financial lines insurers can provide support 
and innovate as companies explore the Metaverse

• Characterisation of crypto assets still unknown

• Legal uncertainty to resolve in years to come, but
may have quite a bit of litigation and regulation first

• What’s next for regulation?

Some concluding remarks
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